Who I’m
My name is Alice Torelli and since 2004 I’ve been working as a freelance
journalist. Since when I was teen I had the passion for writing, but I started
developing it only after the university years. I wrote for the monthly “Master Meeting”
regarding different topics: congressual, hotels, marketing, travels and companies.
I also wrote for the section of the
weekly “Il Mondo” about the Italian region
(obviously described from an economic
point of view). Finally I wrote for the
monthly “Barbie Magazine” which gives me
the opportunity to “come back to my child
years”. In 2004 I took my University
Degree (in IULM University of Milan, 4
years) in Foreign Languages & Literatures
(English and Spanish) with a voting of
110/110. I took the specialisation in the
artistic-literary field because my second
passion is for Art, and everything linked
with this field. For this reason my fist job
after the University was for an Art website
ArsLife, where I wrote about events,
vernissage and auctions.
I also went to exhibitions, describing
the pictures, talking about the artist and
giving a description of the event. The first reason why I chose to study Languages
(also in the High- School I chose a scientific school but studying two languages:
German and English) was to come in touch with different cultures, that’s why I
travelled a lot around the world. The best travel I did (and it is still alive in my heart)
was in Australia, just after my university degree.
I spent there 3 months and I had the opportunity to work and visit this
wonderful country. Not only Sydney and Melbourne, but also the wide desert (Ayers
Rock and the Wind Canyon are a really unforgettable experience!), Adelaide and the
Gold Coast, where I surfed for the first time. Once in Italy I kept on surfing, I tried the
wave of Portugal and Canarias. During my travels I also visited New York, Spain
(Madrid & Barcelona), England & Ireland, Dubai, France (Provence), Wien and Prague.
Australia remained in my heart strongly, that’s the reason why together with
my husband Matteo we decided to come back and start a new life here! After waiting
two years for the visa, now we live in Adelaide (capital of South Australia). At the
moment I’m working as a secretary (but I keep on writing for some local newspaper)
whereas my husband teaches Italian at the University. Future plans? Just enjoy our
new aussie life, discovering everyday a little bit of this wonderful land!
For looking our blog: e.migr@ti
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